
Death Guns 631 

Chapter 631 - 607: Silver Form 

Despite Alex's transformation, he felt like something was missing, especially when he caught a glimpse 

of how strong Eileen was; he gulped; he knew that with his current level, he couldn't do anything. 

Alex could not see her full status, but with just what he had seen, it was enough to send shivers down 

his spine, and he remembered what Silveria had told him. She had said that the current Eileen was Peak 

Demi-God level expert; it was why she had six stars on her plasma ring. 

[Eileen Sigurd] 

Class: ???? 

Age: ???? 

Female 

Race: ???? Dark Lower Dragon Spirit 

[Rank 15] 

Level 161 

Experience Value: ????? 

HP: 40000/40000 

MP: 20000/20000 

SP: 35000 

Magic: Dark/Fire 

Attack: 8000 

Defense: 8000 

Agility: 7000 

Intelligence: 5000 

Luck: 4000 

Gift: ???? 

BP: 0  

SP: 0 

[????????] 

[??????????????????????]  

'Shit, she hella strong, isn't she?'  



〖Well, I told ya.〗Silveria responded; her voice seemed extremely weak as though she was sick; 

however, it was not the case; she was weakened because Alex was using the ultimate form. 

'Sil, I know that this is not your true form; I want to use it regardless of the consequences because if I 

don't, I'll die here, something I don't wish to happen.' Alex said to Silveria; she stayed silent, considering 

whether or not to follow Alex's suggestion but finally decided to follow it because she had the feeling 

that her overprotective sister would intervene if she refused to listen to Alex's suggestion. Even though 

she didn't want to let him use her complete form because of the terrible aftereffects, she could only give 

because of the pressure. 

〖Okay, do as you wish but do not come complaining after getting it?〗 

'Naturally, I won't; I chose this myself.' 

[Nemesis]  

Following Alex's announcement, his surrounding was distorted by a silver light coming out of his body; 

his eyes turned completely silver, his silver became longer. In contrast, his clothes turned completely 

silver in color, there was a spinning Halo behind his head with one big silver star on it and inside Alex's 

hand was a silver gun which appeared more deadly than usual, the cross-shaped art on the gun had 

disappeared, turning into another cross-shaped earring on Alex's left ear making the number of earrings 

he had on him equal to two. The current Alex status was frightening; although not close to Eileen's 

overwhelming strength, he was not too far behind. 

[Alex Grim] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 18 

Male 

Race: High Human ???? 

Level 157 

Experience Value (XP): ?????????? 

HP: 12000/12000 

MP: 18000/18000 

STA: 9000/9000 

Magic: ????? 

ATK: 6000 

DEF: 5000 

AGI: 6000 (+200)  

INT: 5000 



LUK: 4000 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Fame: 3400 

Gift: Death Guns [???????] 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 5] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Accel Level 5] [Knife Art Level 4] [Link Level 5] [Gun Art Level Level 10] 

[High Regeneration Level 9] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Shadow Shift Level 

5] [Blade Dance Level 4] [Aurora Bullet Level 1] [Drifter Level 3] [Meteor Bullet Level 5] [Steel body Level 

3]  

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] {Erase} 

{Magic Bullet} {Snatch} [Hellsing] [Xerox] {Death Bullet (???)} [Tempus Infinitum] (Time abilities) [Eye of 

Truth Level 5] [Asura Form] [Mana's Body] (Sealed due to current Level)  

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] [Nemesis ????] (New) 

''Well, now the fight would be more fun; it won't look like I'm bullying you; I guess even if you get two 

boosts, you're still far behind,'' Eileen commented upon seeing Alex getting stronger after receiving 

another boost. She seemed completely fine, not worried, almost as though she was sure that no matter 

what Alex would do, he could never be able to beat her; it was some kind of unshakable confidence she 

had that nothing could change, from her standing point, she was supreme to anything and everything on 

this floor, the same could not be said for the other floors but at least on this one she was supreme. 

Eileen disappeared to reappear before Alex in his silver form; she moved her hand; it was just a casual 

move, but it was so strong that it broke space and arrived before Alex; usually, he should have been 

surprised but he stood there not doing anything as if petrified by Eileen strength however just as Eileen's 

hand was about to reach Alex, the silver gun inside his hand moved.  

BANG!  

An unexpected bullet was fired, which collided against Eileen's hand, deflecting it to the side, and finally, 

it was Alex's turn to move. 

[Accel !]  

Alex's speed was faster than the speed of light; he sent a kick forward, which tore through the air like a 

rocket; it was so strong, so fast that it produced a sound. 

With a shrill shriek, Alex's left foot tore through the air and heavily slammed into Eileen's chest, giving 

her no time to dodge.  

BANG!  

When his feet collided against her chest, it was like heavy artillery had struck. 



The impact sent her crashing on the ten kilometers away. Eileen destroyed everything on her passage; 

she finally stopped by a vast mountain; this mountain was caved in and began showing signs of cracking 

before exploding into tinkling shards. 

SCREECH~ 

"Cough!" 

Eileen received an injury after such a heavy kick; she coughed up a mouthful of blood. Her chest and 

hands were ripped open, and hot blood splashed out.  

She ignored the pain as the impact sent her flying. To reduce the impact, she put her feet on the ground 

forcefully and stopped herself from dragging back any further. 

"This is so much fun!" Eileen grinned as blood trickled down her lips. "But now is the time we bring this 

to an end!"  

She lifted her bloody hand towards the crevice in the sky before abruptly bringing it down.  

"!" 

"You are exaggerating such a worthless attack?" 

Alex, who did not sense anything, icily asked. 

His voice was so cold that Incursio felt a chill crawling up her spine, and her face turned ashen. 

"........." 

She was speechless because the current Alex appeared like an emotionless demon; it was unknown if it 

was because of his current strength, but she was afraid of him not because of his strength but because 

of how inhuman he had become, Incursio didn't appreciate the current Alex, but there was nothing she 

could do about it, she could only remain as a spectator because this wasn't her stage, it was not her 

story. 

Meanwhile, the fight between Alex and Eileen continued; it had escalated to another level with them 

trying to destroy the other; suddenly, Alex, who was about to attack Eileen, stopped because he felt his 

head buzzing before something changed.  

''I will kill you.'' 

Alex said as he turned around.  

"But for now, there are things I must take care of; I'll play with you." 

Eileen's pupils dilated as, at the exact moment, Alex appeared before her and grabbed her head. He 

didn't give her the time to move. 

BAM! 

Alex felt like he had experienced this scene before, but for now, he could only continue; he thrashed 

Eileen's face into the ground, bursting it with pieces. Before she could release a cry, he pulled her out 

and tossed her toward the sky. Alex followed her in the air, his knee crashing into her belly.  



Eileen's mouth fell open, and blood sprayed out like a geyser. 

Eileen tumbled to the ground, her body convulsing with pain as if she had had a seizure. 

"Ple…please spare me!" She begged. The pain had wiped out her madness, replacing it with the 

sensation of approaching death. It was how it appeared from an outsider's point of view. 

"And why would I do such a thing?"  

Alex asked as he slowly approached her like the grim reaper. He might not be wielding a scythe, but that 

only made him appear far more menacing. The current Alex felt supreme like an emperor; this feeling 

was so intoxicating that he could become addicted to it. 

However, Alex felt that something was not right; he was uneasy; he couldn't pinpoint what was wrong, 

but his instincts told that something was not right, that the current situation was more like a dream than 

a reality. The sense of Deja vu was too strong. 

Immediately, Alex, who finally understood that something was not right, immediately used the ability 

feared by the world when it came to Silveria; it was the same ability that gave her the nickname: 

Magicians nemesis.  

Alex, who had used her name to activate her true form, which was as if he had become like her, 

immediately used her ability.  

[Nemesis Domain!] 

Immediately after Alex activated Silveria domain, radius thirty meters was turned into a no magic, no 

skills domain; the only thing that could work in this domain was pure physical, except for this, nothing 

else would work.  

Eileen, who used the dark element, a mental type ability to mess up with Alex, was shocked to see that 

it got canceled. One of the aftereffects of Alex using the ultimate silver form was him losing the ability to 

use his right eye, Eileen had made use of this, but never she would have expected this kind of situation. 

In this situation, neither of them could use their ability because of Alex's (Silveria) domain.. They could 

only fight using their physical, but she had a little time because the other spirit was coming. 

Chapter 632 - 608: An Intense Fight 

 [Nemesis Domain]  

Upon activating this domain, Alex canceled Eileen's dark mental skill, which shocked her but to win this 

fight, Alex would have to do more than that; she might be unable to use Magic, but she had more skills 

under her belt than Alex could think of, more importantly, she possessed a strong physical strength, she 

had not used it to its full potential, but in the current situation Alex gave her no choice, she would crush 

him. 

Just as Eileen was about attack Ale,x she noticed something that alarmed he; somehow, sliver energy 

had infiltrated her body and was messing with her body; dragons are known to possess strong physical 

and even for a lesser dragon like her, she was no exception, there is also another thing known about 

dragons which is that they are good at magic, even more than Elves, dragons are beings made of magic, 



not only their hearts contain a huge amount of mana that could boost one mana, their body is filled with 

mana that constantly strengthened from inside and outside (A/N: Outside mana). 

So when Alex used Nemesis Domain, he cut off the external mana, the mana in the heart and the body 

continued to work, but things changed when that silver energy infiltrated Eileen's body; it began to 

wreak havoc inside her body, turning the flow of mana that strengthen her physical strength into a 

chaotic mess. 

''Shit!" Eileen cursed; she knew she must quickly deal with Alex or else soon she would lose all her 

power and would not be different than a normal mortal; she knew that there was a time limit for Alex 

domain, but until when it would last, she could not accurately tell so the best solution would be to take 

care of Alex, the only thing that reassured her was the fact that her plasma ring, something you acquire 

once closer to fake God level was still there but the speed at which it spin had decreased.  

Swoosh!!  

Although she was slowly losing control over the mana stored inside her body, Eileen was still fast 

enough to leave behind an afterimage when moving. She disappeared and split into two, the two Eileen 

whose speed didn't decrease in the slightest charged at Alex; they were too fast. 

Alex, who stood at the same place since activating his domain, chuckled when he felt the two Eileen; he 

didn't even need to use his Divine Sense because, in this domain, his senses were heightened; it was as if 

he acquired Mind eyes. This skill was not different from his Divine Sense as it allowed him to amass a 

considerable amount of information and create a map of his surroundings in his mind. The increased 

perception allowed him to process that information a hundred times faster than normal. 

Thanks to this, as long as his target was in his domain, he did not have to 'see' them and could shoot 

them from anywhere without even showing needing to move his head. 

''Meteor bullets!!"  

The two Eileen immediately saw those incoming bullets; they simultaneously lifted their right legs 

before brutally stomping the ground. 

Crack!  

The sheer force of their stomps resulted in the ground cracking and rising like a wall. 

However, this man-made wall was blasted open as seven out of the nine bullets rushed toward Eileen on 

the left while the last two targeted the one on the right. 

The Eileen on the right disappeared, leaving the one on the left. 

The moment those bullets entered her domain, Eileen, who had lost most of her strength because of 

Alex's domain, immediately knew that those were bullets were at a completely different level and that it 

would be impossible for her to dodge all of them because the silver energy inside her body was still 

there and made it impossible for her to use her body to its fullest. 

'I need to make some sacrifices.' 



Moving her scythe and body in a flurry of movements, Eileen managed to cut three bullets with great 

difficulty and avoided two others who lightly grazed her forehead and her cheek, causing her to bleed. 

She angled herself so that the last two wounded her in non-lethal parts of her body. 

Blood splashed as the last two bullets tore open her reinforcement and traversed her body like butter. 

*Cough* *Cough* 

Despite grimacing a little because of the pain, Eileen was smiling, blood still dripping from the injuries as 

they couldn't automatically heal as they used to because of the silver energy blocking her innate 

abilities.  

Despite having succeeded in injuring Eileen, Alex, who had begun to feel exhausted due to Silveria's 

ultimate form, knew that something was not right, especially when the blood dripping from Eileen's 

injuries infiltrated the ground; the ground was acting like a sponge constantly sucking Eileen's blood.  

''No good!" Alex shouted; he finally understood what Eileen was trying to achieve, she wanted to use 

her blood as a conductor to awaken the crimson formation still underground, if she were to succeed no 

matter how strong Alex domain was, to the current him, it was impossible to cover the whole desolate 

forest, so naturally, he couldn't stop her from recovering her strength if this were to happen.  

Alex disappeared, leaving a silver afterimage behind as he appeared before Eileen; he sent a kick toward 

her stomach; however, Eileen was quicker because she blocked the kick with her knee. Immediately Alex 

followed with another attack; a silver gun appeared in his left hand, this hand moved at a godly speed, 

and from the gun, a silver bullet was fired.  

BANG!  

The bullet went straight to Eileen's head; naturally, she shouldn't be able to move as her knee was still 

locked in a deadlock with Alex's kick; however, Eileen still moved, the plasma ring above her head spun 

faster as though given order to, then Eileen body accelerated for a moment, she moved her mouth, she 

opened it as though she wanted to gobble the bullet moving at a supersonic speed, however, just as the 

bullet was about to completely vanish inside her mouth, Eileen forcedly closed her jaw, her teeth were 

clenched around the bullet which kept spinning, trying to break free.  

Kin! Kin! 

It was like metal clashing against metal; Eileen's robust teeth started to bleed, but she didn't let go, and 

Alex, who saw what happened was dumbfounded, to think she could catch a bullet moving at supersonic 

speed with her teeth; it was so shocking that he forgot he was still fighting, it was a fatal mistake.  

Suddenly, Eileen opened her mouth again; it was bloody; using her tongue, she sent the bullet back. 

Bang! 

Chapter 633 - 609: Alex's Big Gift 

Bang! 

Alex, who was still shocked by Eileen's unexpected action to stop a bullet with her teeth, was caught off 

guard when she sent the bullet back. Fortunately, Alex reacted at the last minute by shifting his head to 



the side; still, he was injured, half of his right ear was gone. He didn't even get the opportunity to cry 

before Eileen, who had recovered, sent a kick toward him from the right while her scythe was coming 

from the left, double attacks. 

Eileen thought that even with Alex was to defend; he could only stop one attack, the second attack was 

sure to connect, she would knock him out or at least gain enough time for her blood to infiltrate the 

core zone of the crimson formation successfully, she would use it to get back her strength to crush Alex. 

''Huh?"  

Eileen, who was attacking Alex, made a confused sound because the silver energy attacking her from 

inside suddenly disappeared, and she regained some of her physical strength; However, she didn't know 

why or what happened, she decided to make use of this situation, she poured more strength into her 

attacks making them faster.  

Just as the attacks were about to connect, Alex created another gun, and with two guns, he calmly dealt 

with attacks; one bullet pushed Eileen's kick aside while the other knocked the scythe back.  

''What?" Eileen was shocked; she hastily crossed her arms to block Alex's knee but soon found out it was 

a diver; hidden behind the incoming knee were two silver guns.  

''Meteor bullets!"  

Nine bullets tore through the air knocked Eileen into the sky; her mouth fell open, and blood flowed out; 

fortunately, because she had recovered enough strength, those bullets were unable to deal her enough 

damage; they could only send a shockwave into her body resulting in her vomiting blood.  

[Crimson Bullet!]  

Alex, who knew that he was approaching his limit, didn't stop after throwing Eileen into the sky; he 

immediately shot a crimson bullet at her; the crimson bullet strengthened because of his current level 

tore through the air, but before it could touch Eileen, it was blocked by her scythe and exploded.  

BOOOOM!  

A crimson explosion engulfed Eileen; crimson particles pierced her body, leaving many injuries on her 

tough skin.  

On the ground, Alex's silver eyes pierced through the crimson cloud, and he saw Eileen's situation; he 

frowned.  

''She is recovering her strength,'' Alex mumbled before suddenly coughing blood. 

''Cough! Cough!"  

''Sigh! I guess I'm approaching my limit.'' Alex said and wiped away the blood around his mouth; he 

knew that soon he would become powerless, and only one outcome awaited him; if he didn't deal a 

severe blow at Eileen before falling, he would die. Fortunately, the person, the real Eileen, had told him 

about was closer; knowing this, Alex can sigh in relief. Still, he must leave a great gift before falling as 

this had been his goal since the start; he had never planned to win this fight by himself; he would 

borrow the other party's strength to win.  



Putting strength into his leg, Alex jumped high into the sky, the halo behind his head spun faster, 

gathering mana from inside and outside; Alex felt like vomiting as it was like someone was squeezing his 

organs, trying to juice them, it was unbearable, but Alex ground his teeth and proceeded.  

[Asura's Form!]  

A giant Alex appeared, but instead of attacking, it held Alex and enveloped him with his energy; Alex 

controlled the giant gun and aimed it downward.  

At the same time, Eileen was managed to escape from the crimson cloud, and when she saw what Alex 

was about to do, she immediately understood what he was trying to accomplish; he must not let him 

succeed. 

''You dare human!!!" She shouted and kicked the air; she shot toward Alex like a rocket. However, just 

as she was about to close in, Alex canceled his Nemesis Domain, and immediately the surrounding mana 

started to work normally. Eileen, who was like a dry lamp, was soon overwhelmed by the amount of 

energy rushing into her body, and because she was not prepared for this, it delayed her.  

Alex used this chance to shoot; he poured the last of his energy into the giant gun, and shouted.  

[Erase!!]  

BAANG!  

The silver bullet was like a comet that tore the ground apart and reached the core of the formation 

where elder Trek was secretly hiding, waiting for the outcome before making a move; upon seeing the 

silver light descending, he was gobsmacked.  

''Wha-"  

He couldn't even finish his words before a terrible explosion swallowed him alongside the crimson core.  

Kabooooom!  

A terrible explosion occurred, which shook the whole Desolate Forest, the area where the silver bullet 

pierced sunk. The shockwave of the explosion sent Eri and Incursio above the ground, they were 

slammed against the few remaining mountains, breaking them, their injuries worsened, silver energy 

infiltrated their bodies wreaking havoc inside them, maybe because this energy identified Incursio as 

Alex's enemy it dealt more damage to her than Eri, the strong willed girl suffered so much pain that to 

survive she was forced to shut down her consciousness, she felt into a coma as her body lie weakly on 

the ground in tatters, her face was drained of blood.  

Alex's transformation was undone, and he began to fall from the sky; he was losing consciousness, he 

had no strength left inside his body, and his body hurt so much that with just a caress of the wind, it 

hurts all over.  

''Shit, I did my best!" He mumbled as his body kept falling, his hair had regained its usual black color, but 

a bit of silver hair was mixed in.  

Eileen stood frozen in the air and stared foolishly at the huge crater on the ground. Her eyes pierced 

through this crater until it reached the deepest part of the earth where the core formation should have 



been, but now it was gone; finally, she understood where that silver energy disturbing her had gone; it 

must have followed her blood to locate the core for Alex to destroy it, she thought she had everything 

under her palm because she was old, she was from a superior race, but now that this happened she 

understood that since the start she had been playing in Alex's palm, everything was for this final 

moment, to destroy the core, she was so foolish, she wasted her time, got played until the person she 

didn't wish to confront, at least not before drained this floor appeared.  

''Hehehe! Hahahaha!" Eileen began to laugh, her laughter resounded through the whole forest, and the 

sky began to darken; she was in a bad mood, and she was about to go on a rampage. 

Chapter 634 - 610: Another Dark Spirit 

Alex kept falling; he was doing his best not to fall asleep; Eileen's laughter was disturbing, he had a bad 

feeling about it. Indeed, his feeling was confirmed when suddenly Eileen began to transform. 

Eileen's pupils turned into slits while two horns made of energy appeared on her head, and she seemed 

to grow a bit taller. 

Feeling the abundant energy flowing from her, Alex's eyes narrowed, and before he knew the 

transformed, Eileen was already before him. She punched the air, her fist literally broke space and 

disappeared on the other side, and Alex, who saw this knew that he was done for; he couldn't dodge 

even if he wanted to as he got no energy to do it.  

However, just as Eileen's punch wanted to pierce his body, a slender arm appeared and stopped it; 

Eileen's fist that was able to break space with such destructive force was gently stopped by a woman's 

palm.  

Eileen was not surprised, no truth be told, she did this in order to draw the other party out as she 

noticed that she was slowly coming here while using this time to unseal her full power, something that 

would be troublesome if she let her finish, she was not sure, but her old-time rival seemed particularly 

attached to this human, so why not use this opportunity to deal with her? Therefore Eileen attacked 

Alex, and fortunately, she appeared and stopped the blow.  

''It's you!!" Alex shouted the girl who works under the broker alias. 

The broker ignored Alex and gently tapped twice on his forehead; Alex was immediately put to sleep 

before disappearing; the same thing happened to Eri and Incursio; they reappeared outside of the 

Desolate Forest, lying side by side on the ground.  

From Alex's body, an illusionary figure came out, it looked like Eileen, but unlike the other, this one 

seemed more gentle, more angelic. This illusionary Eileen stood above Alex for a moment; she gently 

caressed his cheek, but because she was real, her hand passed through Alex's cheek; Eileen chuckled 

before muttering.  

''Thank you, you fulfilled my greatest wish, killing that traitor as a token of my gratitude. I will give you a 

present; you will be surprised to find out what it is when the time would be ripe.''  

Immediately following her words, she disappeared into a small golden light that tried to penetrate 

Incursio's head; at first, a strong barrier appeared and blocked the foreign intrusion; however, it only 



lasted a second before the golden light penetrated Incursio's head; afterward, everything turned 

peaceful again. The three were sleeping soundlessly while their bodies used this opportunity to heal. 

Back in the sky, the transformed Eileen and the broker faced each other in silence; finally, Eileen opened 

her mouth and ridiculed the broker.  

''For someone who used to hate humans, you're sure funny to end up living with them and even copied 

their style, Ferīr.''  

The broker didn't immediately answer. She first discarded her robe, hiding her features and letting the 

sun kiss her skin; a beautiful woman appeared, slightly dark skin, tall as Alex (1.85 cm), long dark hair 

and red eyes, she possessed wolf ears and tail, sharp canines, she stared at Eileen in front of her in 

silence before speaking. 

''You can always live in hatred. I have long forgotten my hatred, besides the current humans living on 

this floor are not the ones responsible you should know that, yet you are acting as though you are doing 

something honorable; who among us two is the most funny?" Ferīr asked Eileen, whose face turned 

purple after hearing Ferīr's provocative question. 

''Shut up! You are a traitor. If weren't because of you, I should be the one reigning over this floor, and 

instead of following your fellow dark spirit, you sold your soul.'' Eileen shouted; she was angry; this 

could be felt through her voice; the sky darkened even more; it was as if a tempest was underway.  

''Ah! You are still stubborn, but I guess you can't really change. I'll give you one chance, obediently go 

back into the seal or else-"  

Ferīr words were cut off, but Eileen who glared at her as if she wished to swallow her. 

''Or else what? Will you kill me? With just you?" Eileen ridiculed Ferīr before she continued with a 

question. 

''Ferîr, I have a question for you. Did the humans you came to love so much and started living with 

sending you, or you just come because of that slightly stronger human who almost died in my hands?''  

Ferīr chuckled, not answering Eileen's question; inwardly, she thought if only you knew that he had 

something scary inside him, and more importantly, he had a trace of the tower master, there was this 

faint scent that resembled the master's scent.  

Naturally, Ferīr did not share any of that information with Eileen as she knew that if she were to do that, 

she would want more to slaughter Alex again and again before imprisoning his soul, something that 

would spell everybody fall, because if those things sleeping inside Alex's body were to wake up, none of 

them could survive, maybe those on the higher floors could but Ferīr was not really sure because she 

came from the higher floors as well and she knew those powerhouses over there and among them none 

of them could compare to the two, especially that sinister aura reeking of Death, she was scared the first 

time she smelled it, she knew that she would die the ultimate death (A/N: Absolute death where you 

will be unable to reincarnate, you will be gone forever.).  

The reason she hurried over was because she knew she would suffer if Alex were to die because she 

pushed him to come him and more importantly she was curious about the boy who carry so much 

power inside him, he even has the aura of the Tower master but he seemed not aware of this which 



made things more interesting, never in her wildest dreams would Ferīr have thought that she had fallen 

under Silveria, Nyx and the real Eileen's trap. 

Chapter 635 - 611: Dark Lesser Dragon Vs Dark World Wolf 1 

Ferīr shook her and immediately attacked; it was just a casual punch, yet this seemingly normal punch 

traversed at sonic speed and arrived before Eileen's face; everything happened so fast that one would 

think that she could not dodge nor would she be able to block such godly punch, however, Eileen moved 

her right so casually that she didn't seem too preoccupied with the punch coming straight to break her 

head, she blocked the blow with her palm. 

She diffused the shockwave and sent it behind her; this shockwave traversed through the air and 

produced a terrible explosion behind. 

Boom!  

The two moved at fast speed and exchanged hundred of blows in less than five minutes.  

Bang! Bang! Bang! Boom! Boom! Boom!  

Every time they clashed, it would result in a terrible explosion that would sweep the surroundings and 

make the sky darker; people in the city felt like the end had come they kneeled and began to pray to 

whatever gods they believed in; meanwhile, Eileen and Ferīr where inside the clouds fighting, every time 

they moved on the ground people would see two lighting moving and clashing, they thought that was 

the Gods who had become furious because of their repetitive failure, an upper floor fallen into the lower 

levels since hundred years without much progress to regain its former place, no wonder the Gods would 

become furious. 

While Sigurd's city habitants were lamenting over their fates, Ferīr and Eileen kept fighting; they fought 

for another few minutes before stopping, they stared at each other for a moment before saying.  

''You are not bad for a recluse person; you are sure strong.'' The first to talk was Eileen; Ferīr chuckled in 

response.  

''You are strong as well for someone who has her power source cut off.''  

Ferīr words dealt more damage to Eileen than she had expected; she glared at Ferīr before suddenly 

summoning her plasma ring; six stars were completely lighted proof that she was close to the Fake God 

level.  

Rumble!  

The sky above the two rumbled, and lighting fell; Ferīr looked at Eileen whose appearance was more 

majestic more threatening as she stood in that silver armor with the plasma ring above her head, she 

seemed like a God descended upon the mortal world, even afar the feeling of majesty could be felt 

because those who were kneeling started to tremble and they put their heads against the ground while 

reciting a prayer.  

''Oh! Mighty Gods, please be more merciful and bless this floor to ascend; we shall offer our souls as 

compensation for this wish.''  



Immediately following this declaration, a small ball of energy escaped from their body and rushed into 

the sky; a part of their souls disappeared as an offering; those offering entered Eileen's body, who 

spread her arms wide seemingly to enjoy this. 

Ferīr frowned upon seeing this; she understood that this happened because of the plasma ring above 

Eileen's head; she was like a God, so naturally, the offerings would go to her. She could not let this 

situation continue because after receiving thousands of energy, the plasma ring above Eileen's head 

began to shine more brightly. The shadow of a seven-star began to manifest. However, it was still 

extremely far from an actual star, the fact that it appeared was not something to celebrate; if she were 

to condense a half star, this floor would be destroyed as its current level could not contain a being of 

such level, she must stop her at any cost.  

Ferīr sighed; she didn't really want to use her full strength as she didn't recover from their last fight; 

using her full strength, she would end up in a vulnerable state afterward, she knew that she would win 

but being weakened afterward doesn't sit well with her as she didn't trust the humans yet, someone 

among them might try something.  

'Ah! It's not like I have the choice, beside it's time for this floor to move to the next level; all 

preparations are complete; I'll use you as fuel to ascend, sister.' Ferīr said inwardly as she watched 

Eileen absorb more of the energy coming from the ground.  

Suddenly, there was another rumbling sound; this one was so strong that the whole floor shook, not 

only Sigurd, the center of the floor but other cities and villages located deeper, they began shaking as 

well, every city could feel the terrible beings in the sky, like in Sigurd city they kneeled and began to 

pray, sending a small part of their energy to the sky as an offering.  

Ferīr stood in the sky with majestic silver armor, two wolf tails, two horizontal mark on each of her 

cheeks while a big plasma ring appeared above her head, like Eileen, six stars were lighted with a faint 

seven one, the current Ferīr was not different from Eileen, and because she activated her plasma ring 

after using her full strength, the offerings were divided into two, one part went to Eileen. In contrast, 

the second part entered Ferīr's body.  

Although she felt a sickening feeling when she received those energies, she could grit her teeth and bear 

it because her hidden injury was slowly healing; she must end the fight as soon as possible if not every 

soul on this floor would be drained of their energy.  

At the same time, Eileen was thinking the same thing but slightly different; she wanted to quickly deal 

with Ferīr to concentrate on absorbing more energy to get stronger and escape this floor toward the 

upper level where she could get more energy to get her revenge. 

Eileen opened her mouth and roared.  

''Roarrrrr!''  

It was a dragon roar so powerful that it shook the whole floor and created rays of light; those rays did 

not follow a straight path but curved at different angles. 

This resulted in attacks coming from all sides around Ferīr with no way of escaping 

BOOM! 



A terrible explosion occurred, which swallowed Ferīr within; however, soon this explosion was cleaved 

into two with Ferīr standing there completely unscathed.. The fight had begun. 

Chapter 636 - 612: Lesser Dark Dragon Vs Dark World Wolf 2 

Reflecting the light of the sun, two figures encased in a shining silver metal hovered domineeringly 

above everything. 

Ferīr and Eileen stared at each other with a smile on their faces; in the short exchange they had, neither 

of them managed to get the advantage of the other. 

Eileen summoned her scythe, and with it, she slashed forward; it was a simple attack, yet it was 

devastating as it sent mana; this move is called Mana burst. This attack just consisted of pumping as 

much mana as possible through a weapon into a single attack. Some might call it rough, but when you're 

at a certain level, the simplest attack could become the deadliest, for example, the current one.  

Boom! Boom!  

Even before Eileen's attack could reach Ferīr, it was already causing damage destroying space as it 

moved forward.  

Suddenly, Ferīr broke space apart, and from inside she brought out a rapier, it was black in color 

emitting ominous energy, just with its presence alone, the surrounding space was shaking, it was a 

helpless lamb facing a terrific predator, even Eileen's face darkened upon seeing this weapon, she 

seemed afraid of it even though she put on a serious face, how could she not? When it was this same 

weapon that injured when they fought last time, she was forced to admit it, but Ferīr's Gift was superior 

to her own, her death scythe although it sounds scary with just the name, it was not that impressive as it 

falls short to Ferīr weapon.  

Ferīr did not give Eileen the time to think before she attacked by thrusting her black rapier forward.  

Swoosh! Puh!  

Eileen, who detected the attack, could not completely avoid it as she got her neck pierced; it was why 

she hated this weapon; even if you detect it, it was simply impossible to avoid it completely, you will, 

without doubt, end injured by this weapon, its speed was so fast that it surpassed anything Eileen (the 

lesser dragon had faced until now), not even with her exceptionally sharp senses she was able to avoid 

the blow.  

And because of the dragon strong vitality, even though she was just a lesser one, she still possessed 

their strong vitality, the wound quickly healed as she jumped back and slashed with her scythe, the 

scythe cut space apart and disappeared to reappear behind Ferīr; however, she didn't even turn back 

before flicking her fingers, her rapier acted on its own and absorbed Eileen's attack before sending it 

back.  

That attack came back so abruptly that Eileen did not have the time to dodge; she gritted her teeth and 

was swallowed by her own attack; However, she was injured, she used this opportunity to absorb some 

of her attacks, converting it into strength, she was able to create this technique because of Ferīr and 

Incursio, those two had weapons capable of absorbing the enemy attack before reflecting it.  



Eileen called this move Counterattack.  

Boom!  

It was Ferīr's turn to be surprised as she had never expected Eileen, the lesser dragon, to copy her skill 

and create one that resembled her skill; a dark beam hit Ferīr in the stomach, sending her flying, she 

quickly pushed back the blood rushing toward her mouth. It was Ferīr's first time suffering such injury 

since the beginning of their fight. They moved the fight to the ground. 

Eileen tried to follow up with another attack but stopped because she sensed something deadly; she 

immediately stepped on the side and managed to dodge a laser beam fired from Ferīr's rapier. 

BOOM!  

The moment this dark beam landed, it was as if a cannon had gone off. The ground caved in and created 

a five meters wide crater.  

A veritable torrent of sand and dust flew high in the air and acted as an impromptu smokescreen. Eileen 

switched her scythe into a defensive posture and managed to block Ferīr's rapier in the nick of time.  

Clangs!  

  Although she managed to stop Ferīr's rapier, she could not stop the force behind it; shockwave spread 

through her arm before she was sent flying in the air.  

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!  

Ferīr followed by sending five powerful thrusts forward who caused an explosion as they pierced 

through Eileen's body; one of them claimed her right eye leaving behind a huge hole where you could 

see the other side. Still, as usual, because of the strong dragon's vitality, the wounds were healed 

instantly.  

Eileen glided across the ground and forcedly stopped her fall by putting more strength into her legs; 

they pierced through the ground. She immediately opened her mouth and roared. 

''Roarrr!!!!!!!"  

Eileen dragon's roar was so powerful that it sent ripples through the air; the shockwave destroyed the 

surrounding, uprooting the trees and leaving a terrible crater on the ground.  

Ferīr's expression changed, facing the incoming roar; she knew that she must not take this attack too 

lightly. If not, she would suffer greatly from it.  

''All seals open!" Ferīr declared. 

BOOM!  

A huge of mana exploded from Ferīr's body following her declaration; Eileen was pushed a couple of 

steps back, her face turned dark, she felt an unpleasant feeling rising from her heart.  

''So you were still hiding your strength?" She asked with a dark face, but Ferīr paid no heed to her face 

and shrugged her shoulders.  



''Who knows!"  

Eileen decided to use an appraisal on Ferīr to see her current status.  

[Ferīr] 

Class: ???? 

Age: ???? 

Female 

Race: ???? Dark World Wolf 

[Rank 15] 

Level 163 

Experience Value: ????? 

HP: 50000/50000 

MP: 25000/25000 

SP: 45000 

Magic: Dark/Fire/Wind 

Attack: 8000 

Defense: 8000 

Agility: 8000 

Intelligence: 5000 

Luck: 4000 

Gift: ???? 

BP: 0  

SP: 0 

[????????] 

[??????????????????????]  

'Shit, she becomes stronger than men. I will kill her and swallow her core.'  

'Kill! Kill! Kill! Kill!'  

Like a broken marionette, Eileen kept muttering those words, the plasma ring above her head kept 

spinning non-stop, and the six stars began to shine brightly before they lighted together into a single 

star. 



Ferīr's pupils dilated as she could feel the change her long-time friend went through; she immediately 

tried to attack, but it was already too late.  

''Dark puppet,'' Eileen shouted.  

A shadow slowly expanded as three meters tall puppet stood in front of him.  

Before he could take a breath, the three lifeless puppets changed into liquid metal and fused with the 

frame of the fourth one.  

The previously streamlined design vanished, leaving place to hulking monster-like steel doll. The 

pressure that thing was emanating was off the chart. 

While those who didn't know Eileen, whose real name had been lost, would think that she only 

possessed the Dark and Fire element, Ferīr knew that she possessed another extremely rare element; 

not many had this element, the metal element. 

The four giant dark metal puppets attacked Ferīr at the same time, their combined attack level half of 

the Desolate forest.  

Kabooooom!  

''Awooooooooo!"  

Ferīr opened her mouth and emitted a world-shaking roar. From her mouth, a sonic boom was shot, 

which collided against the incoming attack. 

Kabooooom!  

Eileen's attack was split apart, so was her puppets, two were destroyed but soon was transformed into a 

metal liquid that combined with the other two puppets to form a gigantic steel puppet who still 

surpassed that on Eileen, to perfect things; Eileen was swallowed by this steel puppet who immediately 

attacked Ferīr.  

And what followed was a beat down on scale Ferīr never went through.  

The giant knight was mercilessly pounding her as if she was its personal punching bag.  

Ferīr was rendered entirely helpless; she couldn't escape, the giant puppet fists were faster, his kicks 

stronger, and they seemed to possess a certain property that locked her in place, unable to do anything. 

Ferīr did her best but failed, her right hand was useless, and the bones in her left hand were about to 

break even with her strong physical that is able to rivalise that of a dragon. 

Ferīr's forehead was bleeding heavily, and her vision was impaired. She was vomiting a little blood, 

which meant nothing good. She was pretty sure that he looked like shit currently. 

Meanwhile, her hits could barely dent the near-indestructible armor she was facing. They were not 

completely ineffective, but it was far from enough to change the outcome. 

Secondes trickled by, and the situation only became worse.  The bitter truth was, she was being 

completely outmatched.  



'I have underestimated her; it is not only me that progressed, she has progressed as well, not only in 

those hundred years, she also sucked more than three hundred players energy to boost her strength. I 

have been too full of myself, although I don't wish to use my true form first, I guess I don't have the 

choice.' 

''Wolf roar!''  

''Roarrr!"  

A roar that shook the lower floors was heard everywhere. Ferīr, who had used her true form status, 

changed drastically. 

[Ferīr] 

Class: ???? 

Age: ???? 

Female 

Race: ???? Dark World Wolf 

[Rank 1??] 

Level 165 

Experience Value: ????? 

HP: 50000/60000 

MP: 22000/25000 

SP: 45000 

Magic: Dark/Fire/Wind 

Attack: 9000 

Defense: 8000 

Agility: 10000 

Intelligence: 5000 

Luck: 4000 

Gift: ???? 

BP: 0  

SP: 0 

[????????] 

[??????????????????????]  



Chapter 637 - 613: Lesser Dark Dragon Vs Dark World Wolf 3 

Ferīr transformed into her true form and howled; her howl was so strong that it was head everywhere 

on the lower floors. 

A twenty-meter-tall black wolf with black patterns running all over her body stood there; there was a 

pair of black wings on her back, a golden horn on her forehead emitting lighting.  

Eileen, who saw this, chuckled and said.  

''If you reverted to your true form, aren't asking me to do the same?"  

Instead of answering her, Ferīr, in her wolf form, opened her mouth and howled; however, instead of 

sonic waves shooting from her mouth, a dark beam was fired, going straight toward Eileen, who rapidly 

spun her scythe.  

Sii!  

Upon coming into the contact of Eileen's scythe, the dark beam emitting of something dissolving, 

Eileen's hand was turned into bone before it regenerated in an instant.  

''Ouch! That hurt you bitch, I guess I must make you pay.'' Eileen declared before also revealing her true 

form, a twenty-five-meter western dragon whose body was completely black.  

''ROARRRRRRRRR!"  

A world-shaking roar that was no less than Ferīr's howl. Two gigantic beasts stood in the middle of what 

a few hours ago was a forest but now was in complete ruin; they stared at each other without any sound 

until Ferīr talked.  

[I can only kill you now because you refuse to listen, still stubborn as always. Do you know why I didn't 

kill you back then and let you leave when I could?] 

Facing Ferīr's question, Eileen had no intention of answering; she coldly stared at Ferīr as if to tell her 

that she was not afraid anymore, that she had gained more strength and could now take her head and 

shred her into pieces.  

[I didn't because it would be too boring.]  

Eileen became angry when she heard Ferīr's answer, normally she wouldn't have attacked without 

preparation, but because of the anger that clouded her judgment, she immediately attacked Ferīr, she 

attacked with her massive claw, which ripped space apart and arrived before the black wolf.  

BANG! BANG! BOOM! BOOM! 

The two beasts moved at extreme speed, exchanging blows; every time they clashed, it would result in 

the surrounding area getting destroyed, but they didn't seem to care as they moved all around the 

Desolate Forest, destroying it further.  

Those strong players trying to catch glimpses of the behemoths fighting couldn't as those two were too 

fast for any of them to follow their movements; also, because of the terrible pressure they released with 

their true form, none of the players couldn't get too close for fear of being turned into meat paste. 



The two continued to fight, destroying their surrounding; they were evenly matched, they stopped and 

stared at each other.  

Ferīr closed her eyes before crouching down.  

*Biri* *Biri* *Biri* *Whoosh* 

The atmosphere around her begins to give an odor of ozone as sparks of dark lightning surround her 

body, while the wind stirred as if giving birth to a storm.  

When Eileen's, the lesser dragon, saw this, her dragon's body turned tense; she immediately tried to 

open her mouth and breath fire; however, before she could, the black wolf covered in lightning 

appeared before her and tried to slam her shinning golden horn into her body, Eileen's body turned into 

a half material form to dodge Ferīr's attack.  

The beam that had missed its target immediately touched the ground a few kilometers away from 

where some unlucky players were hiding watching the fight; they didn't have the time to cry before they 

got swallowed by terrible lightning.  

Kabooooom! Sii~ Sii~  

The mountain was erased, leaving behind a huge crater filled with lighting; it had turned into a lightning 

domain.  

Meanwhile, Eileen's attacked with her claws, but Ferīr moved her body nimbly, she blocked the blow 

with her horn, she thought knowing Eileen she would stop her attack at the last minute, but she seemed 

to have wholly underestimated her former friend; she didn't hesitate to let Ferīr's golden horn pierce 

through her body like a knife through butter.  

'Shit! It's bad.' Ferīr immediately understood what Eileen was trying to do, but it was already too late; 

she couldn't escape, not with a conventional mean.  

After having her claw pierced by the golden horn, Eileen grabbed it firmly and opened her mouth not to 

bite Ferīr's head but to breathe fire instead.  

Swoosh! Kaboom!  

From point-blank range, a dark flame was shot and immediately enveloped Ferīr's body as if she knew 

that it was not enough; Eileen attacked with her tail which cut through the air like a laser but hit empty 

air, Ferīr's body vanished like a cloud of smoke. 

Dark sprit had one thing in common, their ability to use shadow magic to dissolve and reform their 

bodies at will, and like in any of other race; they are some people more talented than the other, Ferīr for 

example, was talented than Eileen, she can turn her whole body into smoke and traverse to the shadow 

world almost undetected. It was thanks to this ability she ended up as a broker, an information seller; 

she could easily collect information and sell them; it was fun, she liked it, so she couldn't tolerate a 

ghost from the past rising and destroying her fun, there was still a lot more she wished to do, for her 

happiness she will kill her friend, this time without hesitation. 

Even though they regained their natural form, the plasma ring was still above their heads, spinning 

nonstop; like Ferīr, Eileen also has a faint seventh star meaning their strength was equal. 



[Let's end this]  

Both decided, and above them, on one of the highest floor, a man dressed in black armor full of holes 

was watching something in a pond, strangely it was the fight between Ferīr and Eileen, there was a small 

girl with golden hair dark eyes beside this man, the man had three horns on his head and a dragon tail, 

agon wings behind his back.  

Looking at Ferīr and Eileen, he talked; his voice was rough, as though he was not used to speaking often. 

''Ohh! It's about to end.''  

The little girl muttered in response. 

''Boring!" 

Chapter 638 - 614: A Pet 1 

''Ohh! It's about to end.''  

The little girl muttered in response. 

''Boring!" 

''Hahaha! D-Don't talk like that; it's because they have fallen into the lower floors and lost most of their 

power if not, you're not their match.'' The man with the dragon wings and tail declared while his gaze 

was still focused on the ongoing fight in its last stage, both Ferīr and Eileen were about to unleash their 

ultimate move judged by their plasma ring, which turned into a single star.  

BOOOOM!  

Immediately after hearing the man's words, the little girl playing in the pond stood up, a terrific power 

burst out from her body and instantly crushed the fishes in the pond but couldn't destroy the pond as 

the man stopped it, many black chains with their tips surrounded the man, with just the flick of her 

fingers they could have pierced through the man-body regardless of his armor, regardless to how sturdy 

his body was. Yet, the man showed no fear even when facing those black chains feared by many; he 

didn't even look back a the fuming young girl, as if he didn't have the time to deal with a pampered brat, 

but brat he knew she wasn't, she was a terrible weapon, if he didn't give a suitable reason she would 

start to pout and maybe go back into slumber, which would be really problematic as to wake up her they 

wasted too many resources, they couldn't afford to let her sleep again, not now that he appeared. 

"^¢[email protected]@#¢^, call down and let me explain.''  

Because the girl's name couldn't be said it was censured, the little girl stopped and withdrew all the 

chains back into her body and sat around the pond again; she began to play with the water while waiting 

for the man to explain things to her.  

Looking at her, the man thought for a second. 

'Looking at her like this, she's no different from a ten-year-old child, but the truth is-'  

''Abaldon, hurry up.'' Seeing that the man was lost in a trance, the little girl hurried him to speak.  
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''Cough! Cough! What I meant is that the current you without a master would be able to beat them at 

their peak, especially that wolf, she is dangerous than she appeared.''  

''I see; I have also noticed that she was stronger; without a doubt, she will win. So, please be quiet. It's 

about to end.'' The little girl said and focused her eyes on the pond, ready to see how the fight would 

end despite already knowing who the winner would be; she was just interested in their final attacks; 

what kind of ultimate ability will they use? She was looking forward to this.  

Despite finding the little girl's behavior rude, the man with the dragon wings said nothing and focused 

on the pond as well. 

Back on the lower floor, Sigurd's city, Desolate Forest. 

The dragon opened her mouth and spat a super beam; it was like a celestial explosion; those watching 

from afar had their eyes blinded, the floor started trembling, showing signs of overflow.  

Facing such devastating attack that had swallowed more than half of the Desolate Forest-like black hole, 

Ferīr grinned before opening her jaws in turn; her voice resounded through the city. 

''World devouring !"  

Under everyone astonishing eyes, that terrible attack was swallowed, it disappeared into the black wolf 

stomach, even Eileen was surprised she froze in place, she couldn't believe what she had just seen, it 

was not like she didn't know about Ferīr Origin, but precisely because of this she was shocked, for a half 

breed, no even less than that she shouldn't be able to use the world-devouring ability, it's an ability only 

a pureblood world wolf could use, but now a less than half breed could use it, no wonder she was so 

confident that she could win, finally, Eileen, the dark lesser dragon spirit understood why her former 

friend seemed so confident of winning and why she had said those words. She couldn't win against her, 

no matter what. Well, it's possible if she could awaken her ancestral bloodline, which was unlikely as 

nobody would bless her among the elders after what she did. 

'I guess it's the end!' Eileen thought and didn't resist as a powerful force pulled her soul out of Eileen's 

body; soon, a black dragon, a smaller version of the original, was dragged into Ferīr's mouth; she closed 

it after making a burp sound.  

Thud!  

Ferīr's body became smaller, and she fell from the sky; the plasma ring above her head shrunk, and 

instead of six and a half stars, it became four and a half stars.  

Around the pond, the man with dragon wings showed no emotion even when one of his brethren was 

killed, the little girl stood up and wanted to go, but the man stopped her.  

''Don't go; the fun part is about to begin.''  

''What?" The little girl was confused; she stared back into the pond, where the man was pointing at; she 

saw three persons sleeping on the ground; one of them showed signs of waking up.  

''Is it him the one?" She asked, but she half anticipated the answer already; she needed confirmation.  

''Yeah, it's him; what do you think? He has the potential, isn't he?" The man asked with shiny eyes. 



''Sure, he got the potential, but the current him is still no go. He is weak, not even demigod level; I 

wonder what the master is thinking trying to make him do that. At this rate, he can't make it; he will lose 

everything.'' The little girl spat; her eyes were not focused on the pond anymore, but beyond the tower, 

her dark eyes were like the Abyss able to pierce through anything; she looked in the myriads of worlds 

existing outside, more than half have been turned black, it was like an infection slowly spreading, and 

soon it would cover the whole universe if this were to happen all hope would be lost. Only eternal 

damnation awaits any living organisms. 

''Don't talk like that; I believe this one will succeed. Just sit and watch the interesting show that is about 

to begin..'' The man's words brought the little girl's attention to the pond where a black shadow escaped 

from Eileen's pale corpse toward the small black wolf. 

Chapter 639 - 615: A Tête à Tête With Nyx 

It happened just after falling unconscious. Alex's consciousness was pulled into a dark world, a world 

where there was nothing but only darkness, nobody except him was there. 

In the beginning, it was nothing, but soon Alex began to feel lonely; he didn't know how much time had 

passed but just thinking about what if he had spent years inside this dark world almost made him crazy. 

Still, in the end, he clenched his teeth and endured; he believed that this must be some kind of test; 

maybe Silveria was testing him. Although he didn't know the purpose of this test, he must persevere 

until the end to give her a good earful; she must learn that she could not act as she wanted without the 

other party's consent.  

Time continued to move forward slowly, and finally, Alex, who was about to lose his sanity felt some 

change; there was a ray of light that shone amidst this dark world for the first time; Alex was thrilled; he 

felt like it was eternity and was glad that Silveria had come, but to his shock, it was not Silveria who 

appeared as he expected but someone he would have never thought in his wildest dreams.  

A girl whose beauty was out of this world, her cold face, her emotionless face was like a work of art that 

no mortal, not even Gods, could create. Still, only Supreme overlords, standing at the apex, could create; 

she was too perfect, complete even with no emotions; who said a perfect creation should have a face 

full of emotions? Looking at the beauty walking towards him, Alex thought that this girl, this woman, did 

not need to show any emotions; she was perfect as she is.  

Putting those thoughts aside, Alex wanted to know why this girl was here, he thought it must be Silveria 

playing pranks on him, but on the contrary, it was her, which left him perplexed.  

''Nyx, why are you here? What is your goal of bringing me here into this lonely world?" Alex fired 

questions at Nyx like a Gatling gun.  

Nyx stopped a few meters away from Alex, and because of her height being shorter than Alex, she lifted 

her face to look into Alex's eyes; however, Alex didn't dare to look at her in the eyes because even while 

not using her eyes power, you will chill if you dare to look at her in the eyes directly, so Alex had decided 

not to directly look into Nyx's eyes unless it was necessary because he didn't want to die. 

Finally, Nyx opened her mouth and talked. 

''Training!"  



And as usual, she didn't go like to talk too much, so she explained everything in a single word. 

''I see, so did the training has already begun?" Alex was not angry after knowing why he was here, 

especially now that the person who called him here was Nyx, outside of her sister's special training 

world, Silveria, who was watching the two pouted after seeing the relieved look on Alex's face. 

''Such an ungrateful man, wait, I will show you soon who is better,'' Silveria mumbled, unaware that her 

words meant she was feeling jealous of the special treatment Alex was giving to her sister, she would be 

shocked to know that the young man she had not thought highly of in their first meeting, the young man 

that didn't deserve her full attention was now occupying so much place in his heart that she began to 

develop feelings for him if not she wouldn't have become jealous because he didn't pay her too much 

attention. 

Back in the special world created by Nyx, she stared at Alex and abruptly asked him a question. 

''Alex, what is your current strongest ability?"  

''What?" Maybe it was because of the shock facing such an unexpected question Alex forgot his golden 

rule and immediately stared into her eyes; one of them was blue than the other, probably because it 

had not fully regenerated after she gave Alex one of them.  

Alex felt a chill down his spine; he immediately lowered his head and calmed down his beating heart; in 

just one second, he had stared into her eyes, he saw his death, he died a dozen times, the worst thing 

was that he didn't know how he dies.  

''Answer the question.'' Nyx's cold voice brought Alex's consciousness back into reality; he answered 

without too much thought. 

''It's Death bullet!"  

Thwack!  

''Ouch," Alex cried; it was unknown where the whip that beat Alex came from, but he couldn't dodge, 

Alex wanted to say something, but he closed his mouth upon hearing Nyx's cold voice. 

''Wrong answer.''  

''Huh! It's Erase!"  

''Wrong answer.''  

Thwack!  

Because he got the answer wrong this time again, he received another spanking.  

''Ouch!" Alex cried and protected his poor ass. 

Outside, Silveria, who was feeling grumpy, immediately began to laugh; she laughed so hard that she 

rolled on the ground, all the dissatisfaction accumulated vanished after seeing Alex getting spanked; she 

even wished she was the one giving those spankings, but she knew that it was just a dream, if she were 

ever to try this whatever the reason she might use, Alex's retaliation would be double of what he 

received and knowing him, Silveria didn't want that, she would suffer, and it was the sufferings she 



would remember for nights because she had experienced something like that before, after the day Alex 

spanked her, the following night she would wake up in the middle of night and shout out, Master, please 

stop. Because of that spanking, she was still having nightmares, even until now, so any thought of 

experiencing it again was an absolute no; she would never do something that would warrant her getting 

spanked ever again, Silveria vowed.  

She calmed down and continued to look at the scene; her enjoyment aside, she wished to know the 

answer to her sister's question as even herself could not tell with absoluteness which one of Alex's 

current skills is the strongest. Her sister must be after something specific if she refused the first two 

answers given by Alex. 

''Let's see what the answer is going to be.''  

Chapter 640 - 616: Hell Training 

''Crimson Bullet!"  

Thwack! 

Alex received another spanking because he got the answer wrong again; Alex did not know what to say 

anymore, he had proposed many answers, but none of them seemed to have been the right one if two 

or three spankings does him knowing, repeatedly receiving one hurts so much that he thought of 

running away but how could he do that? The opponent was none other than the Death goddess, able to 

control time as if nothing.  

Suddenly, as Alex was lost in thoughts, he heard Nyx's voice; she seemed to have given up but still 

instructed Alex to do something first. 

''Summon your status and focus on it. Focus on which ability you have not explored its full potential.'' 

Alex immediately followed Nyx's instruction and immediately summoned his status and focused his eyes 

on it.  

[Alex Grim] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 18 

Male 

Race: High Human ???? 

Level 127 

Experience Value (XP): 70000/201500 

HP: 4800/4800 

MP: 8200/8200 

STA: 3800/3800 



Magic: None 

ATK: 2690 

DEF: 2230 

AGI: 2220 (+200)  

INT: 2260 

LUK: 1860 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Fame: 3400 

Gift: Death Guns [???????] 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 5] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Accel Level 5] [Knife Art Level 4] [Link Level 5] [Gun Art Level Level 10] 

[High Regeneration Level 9] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Shadow Shift Level 

5] [Blade Dance Level 4] [Aurora Bullet Level 1] [Drifter Level 3] [Meteor Bullet Level 5] [Steel body Level 

3]  

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] {Erase} 

{Magic Bullet} {Snatch} [Hellsing] [Xerox] {Death Bullet (???)} [Tempus Infinitum] (Time abilities) [Eye of 

Truth Level 5] [Asura Form] [Mana's Body] (Sealed due to current Level)  

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] 

Alex checked again and again all his skills and abilities, he went over the one he already proposed and 

they got rejected, he went through everything but didn't find the answer, however just as he was about 

say that he didn't know the answer his eyes landed on one of ability, one he loved to use but was unable 

to bring out its full potential, even this he knows himself, so naturally when his eyes landed on this 

ability he immediately understood that this was the ability Nyx must be talking about, it was the ability 

she wanted since a long ago but Alex failed to answer correctly, ironically, this ability was given to him 

by her, he only scrapped the surface but was unable to go to the depth and bring out the full potential 

of such ability, in every novel, Time related ability is always the strongest ability as with time you can do 

a lot of thing, such as go back in time, accelerate time, kill your enemy because he had used up his given 

time, there is lots of applications but Alex was stuck at the first level no wonder Nyx would be angry and 

came out specially to open his eyes on what he was missing. 

''It's Tempus Infinitum !"  

Finally, Alex gave the correct answer; Nyx showed no change on her face but those that knew her would 

have said that she was happy that Alex had finally gotten the answer. 



''I see; it's good that you finally got the answer. I gave you my right eye because I saw something in you 

the previous master did not possess. I thought that if it is you, you will be able to bring out the full 

potential of my ability and even go beyond where I couldn't, but as time progressed, I saw no change; 

you only used the basic level of my ability filled with limitless possibilities, I'm mad; usually, I don't get 

angry but seeing you waste the gift I gave you make me angry. I decided to come out and open your 

eyes, we don't have much time, and I'm tired of speaking.''  

For the first time since knowing her, Alex was shocked that Nyx could talk for so long; he felt ashamed of 

him, because he got many abilities, he unconsciously put aside the thought of exploring them, creating 

new skills from them, he acted as if everything was already acquired, not thinking about how to create 

new techniques from what he got, he became arrogant, full of himself thinking that he was strong, at 

this rate he would face a big wall which he could not overcome. It was vital for him to change, to make 

the abilities he received his own, and to do this, he needed to create an ability derived from these 

abilities, something specially tailored for his needs. 

''I understand, the reason you left me for something is to let me get accustomed to this world for what is 

about to come? I am wrong?" Alex, as usual, caught up on what he was missing; he accurately guessed 

why he was left alone until now. 

''Indeed, now that you correctly answered my question and became aware of what you are lacking, I will 

send into a temporal world where you will train; over there time doesn't matter. You will train until I 

have judged your skills level to be enough and only then you will come out, however, if you don't 

produce any result you will be stuck there forever and believe me you better produce some results 

because compared to what you he has experienced here it's a child play, you will become crazy.'' 

Gulp!  

Alex gulped upon hearing Nyx's words; his back became immediately drenched in sweat; he even 

thought of quitting but, in the end, decided not to; chance like these doesn't come often, so better grab 

them firmly and never let go no matter how hard it was.  

Finally, having made up his mind, Alex declared.  

''I'm in; please send me in. I'll show you.''  

Nyx said nothing and looked at Alex, at his heterochromia eyes full of determination, then she said.  

''Good.'' It was only what she said; no other word of encouragement was said; Nyx sent Alex into the 

special training world.  

She left immediately after and reappeared outside where Silveria was waiting; Nyx did not take her 

second step before falling and started vomiting blood.  

''Sister!!!" Silveria shouted before disappearing, and when she reappeared again, she held her sister's 

body inside her arms. The latter kept vomiting blood, black chains appeared and wrapped around her 

body, slowly Nyx began to disappear. 

''Why did you do that in your current state? Tell me why?" Silveria clutched the disappearing body of her 

sister and roared in frustration; however, Nyx didn't answer. She lifted the only arm that hadn't 

disappeared and caressed her little sister's cheek before completely vanishing.  



Silveria was overwhelmed with emotions; she almost cried but held it back; she stood up and looked in 

the direction of Alex; he was currently undergoing hellish training, her silver eyes shone in dangerous 

light as Silveria declared. 

''Master, you better not come out empty-handed.''  

Inside the special training world Alex who had no idea of what price Nyx paid to let him train, continued 

to train diligently; he must not disappoint her; more importantly, he must disappoint himself.. The Hell 

Training began. 

 


